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LMVYC MEMBER, ERIC KALTENBACH'S

Ensenada Race 2OA4

OOOH LA LA

Ultra Light Displacement Boat, D Class
Winner of the Secretary of State USA Trophy

By Eric Kaltenbach

April 23rd: After a slow start due to entering a "no wind zone" just after the
starting line, we finally got into the wind about 1:00 pm (50 minutes after the start).
Initially the wind direction was from the SSW, but moved to the SW by 2:30 prn

F'riday

allowing us to hoist the reaching spinnaker Sictured above). The wind strength was
reasonable keeping our boat speed up between 8.5 to 9.5 knots.
Story continues on p.3
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Alr, summer! the best time of the year on our
lake. Racing or just sailing these are the longest
days of summer so come on out and join us on
the water and maybe afterwards for some
informal get togethers. Details below.
The SummerBeeatta takes place June 27.Tllre

For regatta information call Race Chairman

fleet and class championships are really heating
up; for current standings see the race results on
the LMVYC website. Web site coordinator, S/C
Roger Robison keeps the results up to the minute
and also has details of skippers meetings times
and race start times. Skippers meetings times are
also on the back of your Ctub badge.
July is shaping up to be lots of fun. No official
regattas but the Club will have two Friday
informal sunset sails with a "bring your own
picnic" to follow, on July 16 and 2lt. Put your
boat in the water around 4:30 and you're bound
to have company. The Club will not be providing
beverages for these evenings so pack accordingly
Sum4ger Sunset Sailinq is underway and there
has been a gteatfumout on recent Wednesdays.
Sail out and join us any time after 43A, ortake
out one of the Lake boats, available free to Club
members on Wednesdays. For more information
call Doug Sheppard.
Doug is also in charge of the Club's conffibution
to the Lake Safety Day on June 5, We'lIbe
offering free boat rides and a beautiful boat to
inspect as well as information about the YC.

The following Yaclrt Clubs have efiended
reciprocal privileges to the members ofLMVYC
for the year 2A04. If you visit be sure to have
your current LMVYC membership card with you
and sign in at the front desk. Not all clubs have
food and/orbeverage service and thosethat do
may only offer bar and/or restaurant service on
weekends. Calling ahead to find out when they

Tony Musolino 94%457 -0899

Yach.t Club Recinrocals

are open is a good idea. Check out the bulletin
board in the Clubroom for any additions which
may have come in after this list was printed

American Legion YC
Balboa YC
Cabrillo Beach YC
Cortez Racing Assoc.
Dana West YC

Hollywood YC
Los Angeles YC
Pacific Mariners YC
Marina Del Rey
Pierpoint Bay YC
Venfura
Sunset Aquatic YC
Ventura YC

949 - 673-5070
949 673-3515

-

3 10

- 519-1694

6t9 - 685-7717
949 - 661-1 185
310 - 836-3862
310 - 831-1203
310 - 823-9717

805 - 644-6672

7r4 -846-7931
805 - 642-0494

Out strategy was to aim for the Coronado
Islands and make a last minute decision
whether to go inside or outside of the
islands. Many boats headed out, up to 14
miles outside of the islands, and some boats
kept close to shore. As night fell we could
see the running lights from the boats close to
shore and the boats out to sea, and we were
either passing them or keeping up. At that
point, we felt we had a good breeze and that
we should stay on course. By 9:00 pm our
decks were damp and we still had an ocean
breeze, so we decided to stay just outside the
Coronado Islands, but not too far outside in
case an off-shore breeze should come up
during the early morning hours. I think it
was around 2:00 or 3:00 am we did get an
off-shore breeze, so we jibed, headed toward
shore a bit and just kept the boat moving at
all times. The crew, Arnold Christensen,
Willi Hugelshofer, Steve Lane, and the boat
designer/builder Leif Beiley, did an
incredible job of steering, trimming sails,
and making sail changes continuously
throughout the night, helping us make up the
fifty minutes we lost just after the start.
As dawn approached, around 5:00 am, we
started to see how.the boats around us were
positioned. We were still offl-shore about
four miles with boats in-shore and many
boats miles outside. It seemed that we were

the ocean breeze started to fill back in and
we switched back to our big spinnaker and
really started to pick-up speed. By 9:30 am,
it was blowing and we were passing boats
Ilke crazy. We kept our speed up by broad
reaching down the rhumb line to Ensenada
with perfect jibes. We were surfing up to L2
knots. It was a beautiful morning, sunny,
nice breeze, great surfing conditions, double
digit boat speed, and we were passing bigger
boats: perfect conditions for a fast finish.

We crossed the finish line at 1I:26 am
Saturday morning. Our elapsed time was
23:1,6:14. Our corrected time was 20:52:29.
Good enough for first in class (ULDB, D),
7m for all ULDB boats (35), and we beat all
ULDB, B and C class boats (26) on
corrected time. Not too bad for five old
salts, including three dinghy sailors from

LMVYC!
I must extend a big thank you to Arnold and
Willi for their time, expertise,.commitment,
and help with the return trip and to John

Olson for his inspiration and use of his gear.
And a special thank you to Fon Koot for
driving down to San Diego pt 3:00 am
Sunday morning to pick-up Arnold and
Willi after our thirteen hour boat trip back
up from Ensenada.
Eric Kaltenbach

still keeping up or passing other boats,
particularly those near shore. By 7:00 am

*LAID UP
The officers and members of LMVYC extend their best wishes to Race Chairman Tony
Musolino for a speedy recovery from his recent heart surgery. Corrine promises he'll be back on
board very soon. Take care Tony, we miss you and look forward to seeing you out on the water
'
and at pizzabefore too long.
* Laid Up. (from Salty Dog Talk) Sick and unoble to work. The term is taken
from the description
of a ship "laid up" or out of commission. Literally with her keel "laid" on large wooden blocks
which provide a safe and level base so she can be repoired or inspected. OK Tony, you've been
inspected and repaired ... hope your bed was more comfortable!

The Lake Association devotes a special day
to water safety at the Lake and the Yacht
Club has participated for several years now
under the leadership of Doug Sheppard in
what has turned out to be a very popular
annual event.

SAFETY DAY AT THB LAKE
This is my favorite event of the LNz[\/YC
Sailing Calendar, Summer Safety Day. This
year it's being held on June 5. It's a real
treat to spend the day on or near the water
with my yacht club buddies without fear of
being "headed up", or "over early", or hailed
"STARBOARD!" While just out for a
relaxing race day. Instead we all have the
common goal of sharing our love of sailing
with those less fortunate than ourselves. For
many of us this will be our opportunity for a
"first" in a young child's lifetime; a safe and
happy first sailing impression. But even
more important is our display of knowledge,
control, and confidence in an environment
that many of our passengers may have a
sincere fear of. And yes, we must answer all
those questions that only a six year old can
ask ... and require a good answer ... a good
answer to be followed by another question!
Last year nearly sixty LMVA members were
provided rides skippered by some of

LMVYC's finest sailors. Some children's
first will be remembered for many tears to
come - and perhaps - just perhaps - maybe
this year we will begin to have some "repeat
riders". I hope so. That would make it even
more special.
Doug Sheppard

SUNSHINE AND SKIN CANCER
And while we're on the subject of safety a
word about sun protection might not be
amiss for those of us who spend so much
time in the sun out on the water.
Skin cancer is the eighth leading cause of
death in the United States.
... The sun gives out two main forms of
radiation: heat and light. The skin cells can
be radiated one day with a severe sunburn
and with multiple years of exposure it can
become skin cancer, particularly if you are

fair skinned, fair haired (blond or red haired)
Or fair eyed (blue or green).
There are three types of skin cancer: basal,
squamous, and malignant melanoma. Basal
can be almost any color and does not have
rounded edges, but instead rolling edges like
a wave. Squamous cell cancer looks like a
small crater with a little hard center. Some
times sandpapery skin lesions precede it.
They appear on exposed areas ofthe body
such as the face, ears, neck, arrns, and the
backs of the hands. They can be treated by
your physician who will freeze them with
liquid nitrogen.
Malignant melanoma is the worst kind of
skin cancer because it can spread almost
anywhere. To know what to look for
remember ABCD: A is for asymmetry,
which means it is not perfectly round; B is
for irregular borders; C is for multiple
colors; and D is for diameter greater than a
quarter of an inch.
Prevention is the key. Use sunscreen with at
least a SPF factor of #15. Use it all the time.
Even if it says it is waterproof reapply it
after sweating or swimming. (Both of these
can occur while sailing!) Wear a wide
brimmed hat not a sun visor, and polarizing
sun glasses, as MM can occur in the retina.
Long sleeved shirts and pants are also
recommended by doctors.
If you find anything suspicious check it out
with your doctor.
Reprinted and abbreviated from the SCYA
Searchlight.

Doug Sheppard and Donna Freeman in Doug's new

Lido 14, Tu,eet!'s

Revenge.

Sailing Season Undates
The Yacht Club's summer sailing program is in
top gear with exciting regattas and keen
competition mixed in with lazy summer sailing

everyone to an incredible spread of hor,s
d'oeuves, cakes, and cookies. Horst Weiler has
encouraged our members for years to attend this

and social gatherings lakeside.

Our Invitational Regatta this year brought
Thistles, C-15s, Lidos, Finns, and Capril4-Zs
from several other SCYA yacht clubs to compete
with our fleet members, It was a great day put on
by our race chairman, Tony Musolino. Th;
annual Chili Cook-Offfollowed the first Spring
Regatta. This year Fleet Surgeon Tara Robison
threw in a twist - home made soups could also
be entered. It took lots of serious tasting - and
tasting again, to make sure the best recipe won!
After tasting four soups and five chilis, the white
chili made by Wil and par Chong won by an
overwhelming vote. Runners up were Corina
Henricks and Corrine Musolino. The overworked and over-stuffed members relaxed
afterwards with ice cream and cake.
There were only a few weeks to diet however,

3::::::___*
Ensenada Race Check In. 2094
V/C Fon Koot
Several years ago Rod Simenz arranged with
IOS+ Newport Ocean Racing Associatioq and
BYC, to have some volunteer members from
LMVYC, participate in the check in formalities
on the water before the Ensenada Race. Since
then we've been represented every year.
... And yet another professional showing by
some of our club members at the Ensenada check
in boat on Friday , April23.
R/C Vivienne Savage, S/C Millie Thomas, Race
Chair Tony Musolino and I met at 6:40 am for
th.e-slol trip to Balboa yacht Club, to meet up
with John Boyer and Bob, John's friend from
San Diego. There was plenty of coffee and
enough doughnuts to hold us over until lunch on
the water.

because Randy and Norma Tiffany with Cecilia
McCollum put on a South of the Border Fiesta

on May 22 that had everyone forgetting about
calories. What a meal! And the Club Room
decorations and music put everyone in the right
mood. Now back to that diet!
On April 23 the Ensenada Race started and
LMVYC was there! Five of our members were

stationed offthe Balboa Pier, and were thrilled to
check in our "o'wil" LMVYC boat, Eric and
Candace Kaltenbach's 29 ft. I.Iltralight, Oooh La
Za. First hand accounts from the check in boat
and from Ooo La La are in this issue.

We all received ourMount Gay -Tornmy
Bahama- Newport to Ensenanda2}}4 baseball
hats, which we've been told are selling on E-Bay
for over $1001 Sure! So if anybody is in need of
a baseball hat, let me know and I,1l make you a
deal you can't refuse. Just kidding. The hat is not

On Sunday May 30, four of our members
competed in the Westlake Cup Regatta at
Westlake Yacht Club. Willi Hugelshoffer, V/C
Fon Koot, and Audrey and Rod Simenz trailered
their boats up the 405 and 101, stopping for the
traditional breakfast on the way. It was a day of
brilliant sunshine, lots of wind, and Westlake

YC's usual flotilla ofjunior sabots.
Tacking up that windy narrow lake while
dodging sabots that knew all about their rights of
way and were not shy, added to the challenge of
deciphering the shifty winds (not as shifty as our
lake however!) But sunburned, wind swept,
tired, and with our share of firsts at the end of the
day we all agreed that had once again it had been
well worth the drive up to sail in such a fun
regatta. Before starting home WI/C treated

regatta and it has become something of an annual
event for our racers. Last year six boats from
LMVYC competed. Westlake yC was one of
our sponsoring clubs when we applied for
SCYA membership and we are always given a
warm welcome. Put it on your racing calendar

!

forsale...yetl

We were lucky to be assigned to the David
Woods, the same Grand Banks 32 we,vebeen on
each year with the same skipper. None other than

Harry Bourgeois; champion Star sailor and
winner of the Frank Borsage Midwinters
Perpetual Trophy for the Stars class in lgi3,
boat delivery skipper, race committee boat expert
and the nicest person you will ever meet.
Our station was outside, near the Balboa pier to
enable us to catch Oooh LaLa on her way to the
starting line. And sure enough, around 10:45 am
We spotted the "red tornado" under power
making its way to the starting a.ea. iarn.ras
were clicking on Oooh LaLa as well as the
check in boat to document this historic event.

By the time the race committee had started the
race at noon we had checked in ninety-four
boats, not as many as last year when we were
inside the harbor. But being outside the harbor
and being able to check in one of our own
members was at thrill for the LMVYC check in
grew.
On the way back to BYC and moving at the
posted 5 mph Vivienne's $100 baseball hat blew
offand ended up in the drink. But the crew of a
nearby speedboat came to the rescue and
participated in the rescue operation.
I heard that upon arriving home Vivienne
carefully soaked the cap to remove the salt water,

so as not to depreciate the value of this priceless
possession.

We could not have asked for a nicer day.
Sunshine and a confusing 15 to 20 knot breeze
coming from opposite directions -all at the sirme
time.
Plans are being formulated to hopefully have
some LMVYC members be part of the Finish
boat crew in Ensenada next year.
Congratulations to Ooo La La for bringing home
the bacon!
Fon Koot

Palau Sea Kayaking and Snorkeling Trip April 7 to 1t,2004
Willi and Susanna had another adventurous trip when they flew to Palau recently. Palau, in Micronesia was
occupied as far back as 1000 BC. More recently in 1885 Spain established rights over the Caroline Islands,
of which Palau is a geographic part. In 1889 Spain sold Palau to Germany, who lost it to Japan under the
Treaty of Versailles in 1919. Following WWl1 the country became a IIN Trust Territory under the
administration of the US. Finally in 1994 Palau became an independent sovereign nation.

-" tt11ltffii!ffi{

Willi Hugelshofer

Looking for an encore after the Fiji sea kayaking
and snorkeling trip we took about two years ago
we surfed the net and came upon a place called
Palau h ttp :,'i lvr.vw. v i s i t-pa I au. comi. Susanna and
I immediately fell in love with the unique
scenery of the Rock Islands and signed up with
Wilderness Travel that offers this destination
since we have been very pleased with the trip
leaders for other trips arranged by this company.
Getting there and returning home proved to be
one ofthe biggest challenges of this trip:
Continental took us from LAX to Honolulu,
Guam and frnally to Koror, of course with
changing airplanes at each airport. Crossing the
dateline made accounting for all the travel time a
bit more difficult but it came close to twentv four
hours each way.

Typhoons and Tylenol
The first two nights were spent at the Carolines
Resort in Koror, which allowed us to get over the
travel aches and pains and be ready for the
roughing part of the trip. At least that was the
idea. But stupid me trying to prove my sea legs,
sat near the bow of the 29 foot motorboat that
was going to get us to a waterfall for a hike and a
swim on the first day. However courtesy of
nearby Typhoon Sudal, who whipped up some
waves, we hit a big dne which sent me airborne
and I came crashing down knocking the wind out
of me and compressed my spine. This together
with a rain squall forced us to abandon the trip to
the waterfall and we turned around and visited
some museums instead. Fortunately one of the
seven participants of this trip was a doctor who
had an ample supply of pills with her and those
Tylenol-3s helped me keep going.
Paddling to Peleliu
The next day marked the start of the six day
kayaking, snorkeling and sleeping in tents
segment. The general idea was to paddle south
towards the island of Peleliu staying at campsites
on various islands. Typhoon Sudal (which
destroyed 95% of neighboring Yap) caused the
wind to blow directly on our noses and just like
with sailing, that's the wrong way! We cheated a
bit and used the motorboat to get both the kayaks
and us upwind each day and this allowed us to
paddle to our camp sites. Shaft, our leader
proved to know the place inside out and always
found some protected routes during the first
couple of days when the weather was not quite

what we had anticipated. Only once did we get
surprised by a big squall, which hit us while
trying to cross a bay. We noticed what looked
like a wall of fog which hit us seconds later
when it became clear that this was not fog but
rain. The wind gust nearly caused us to capsize
our kayaks - this would not have been any fun in
a sailboat!

Tides are a big deal in this neck of the woods.
Most islands have coral reefs surrounding them
and our support motorboat always had to time
the arrival to get to our camp sites. On the first
day we were unable to approach our camp site
from our direction by kayak and the motorboat
picked us up and drove us around the other side
of the island but also could not get on shore due
the low tide. Like Survivors, we had to swim to
our first camp! Fortunately, the support team had
already put up our tents and delivered our duffel
bags earlier at high tide.
The first two nights were spent af Lee Marvin
beach ("Hell in the Pacific" was filmed here).
Typhoon Sudal kept sending rain squalls our
way which made the night in the tents rather
unpleasant. The high humidity coupled with the
need to keep the flaps of the terit closed to keep
the rain out made the inside more like a sauna
than a bedroom. Makes you appreciate what
these people on Survivor are going through!
The weather started improving when we made it
to our second campground on Margie's Beach.
This also improved our snorkeling outings - a
little sun makes everything so much brighter!
Snorkeling here is not just done to see coral and
fish - both the US, and Japan, who occupied
Palau at that time suffered heavy casualties on
these islands during WWI land there were many
shipwrecks and also planes that went down. A
nearly intact Japanese Zerohad gone down close
to our camp in shallow water perfect for us
snorkelers!

Portage, Palau style

A special feature of the Rock Islands is the many
marine lakes. These lakes are fed by seawater
seeping through the porous rock but are
otherwise cut off from the open water. Some of
them are on the verge of becoming just a bay and
have tunnels caused by erosion that lead to them.
Kayaks are the perfect way to explore these
places and depending on the tide we were able to

either paddle right through the cave although in
some cases we had to walk our kayaks through
the openings with just our heads above water.
One of these marine lakes a bit further inland and
which is only accessible by a short hike over a
ridge is home to millions ofjellyfish. This lake
has been cut off for thousands of years from the
open water, and with no predators in this lake the

jellyfish

are no longer stinging, inviting us to
snorkel with them!
Long Lake, accessible via a shallow mangrove
channel is another marine lake but also has a
submerged tunnel that connects it to the open
water. At low tide, this makes navigating the
lake rather interesting. A spotted eagle ray made
the trip to this lake even more special.
A memorable stop was at Clam City beach. This
area is famous for their giant clams. These giant
clams weigh up to 500 pounds and typically only
the top part is visible with the rest of the shell
hidden in the sand or wedged between rocks.

Our last campsite was on a smaller island:
Ngerchong. This was, however, the most
luxurious - we had a real toilet and even a
shower with running water. At the previous
campsites the showers consisted of a few bags of
water that were h,rng up by our support team on
tree branches for the sun to warm the water. We
learned how to take submarine showers!
The next day we put our paddles aside and rode
the motorboat to one of Palau's famous
snorkeling and dive.sites for our outer water
snorkeling day atthe Big Drop-Off. The area
features a vertical cliff of about 1000 feet
straight down. With my style of snorkeling I
only explored the first l0 feet but this area
attracts a lot of larger fish and we saw a number
of sharks which fortunately were all well fed and
had no appetite for us.
Not having done enough snorkeling that day, we

went for a night snorkel using our watertight
flashlights. Different fish are seen - most sleep
in little nooks and crannies but there are some
nocturnal feeders that scurry around. We also
saw a huge Thorny Stingray that after some
prodding swam away. He must have had a better
sense of direction - we managed to get lost and
nearly got stranded on a shallow coral bed. After
some frantic waving of our flashlights, we finally
made it back to deeper waters and safely back to
our beach camp.
Peleliu
The nice rveather on the last day of kayaking
finally allowed us to paddle in the desired
direction, which was the Storyboard Resort on

Peleliu. We all looked forward to sleeping in a
real bed again! We did have to pay for this
luxury by crossing the surf with our kayaks and
fwo of our group did not manage to keep the
kayak at a right angle to the waves and went
over. We were all prepared for this and wore our
beach shoes to avoid getting cut up by the coral
so nobody suffered any permanent damage other
than some lost pride.
The next day was spent exploring Peleliu for
remnants of WW I L Eleven thousand Japanese
defended Peleliu against the US Marine and
Army units ... almost to the last rnan. Only about
fwenty Japanese POWs survived. Nearly ten
thousand American troops died on these islands.
Peleliu saw the most action because most of the
Japanese soldiers were hiding in caves dug into
what is now known as Bloody Nose Ridge. We
explored a number cif these caves, which still
have lots of artifacts from the war including
rusty hand grenades!
The final day of our trip got us by plane to the
southern most island, Angaur. Here we used
bikes to cycle around the island.

A lot of our paddling had been done over
shallow reefs among the many islands - the
smaller ones looking like mushrooms due to the
erosion of the rock at water level which had cut
in up to about ten feet. The top of all the islands
have heavy vegetation which is very surprising
knowing that there really is no soil just porous
rock. But what beautiful scenery! The final
highlight of our trip was flying over all our
snorkeling, kayaking, and camp sites on the way
back to Koror. We also finally got to see the
seventy islands that are on all the travel
brochures but are actually a natural reserve and
are oFlimits to tourists!

PLAIN SAILING
Plain sailing, originally spelledplane sailing
referred to workings on the plane charts of
the sixteenth century used for navigation,
which confidently knew the earth was flat.
Today it is a method of navigation which
assumes that over short distances the earth is
indeed flat. In other words the difference in
longitude befween the fwo positions is taken
to be the same as the actual mileage. So now
you know!
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